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 Darren Doherty is not a fan of Pro Wrestling. He can't understand why someone would want to spend their time and money to
watch the majority of the matches not on television or online but in a professional wrestling ring. I don't think I can speak for all

wrestling fans but I would say there are enough fans out there like Darren to make it worth his time to watch. He has his own
goal, and I think he can reach it. He wants to be the first wrestling journalist to be featured in an internet wrestling magazine.
The Raw Rejects online wrestling magazine was recently featured in a creative media conference held by UNITE, a new non-
profit organization dedicated to advancing professional wrestling as an art form. The program was presented by comedy actor,
writer and producer Rusty Alberts, and was hosted by Green Bay Packers linebacker and club wrestler Aaron Bolton. Alberts

and Bolton described the creation of the magazine as an attempt to, "...combine comedy and wrestling to take a look at the fans
and the industry from a different angle." In order to meet their goal of being featured in a magazine the Raw Rejects team had
to apply and compete with 13 other UNITE organizations for a sponsorship. The Raw Rejects online wrestling magazine has a

compelling story and an eager team to tell it. They have already gained over 3,000 readers in a couple months and have received
a lot of positive feedback. The UNITE program hopes to get a sponsorship in the next couple of weeks so the Raw Rejects can

then be officially featured in a magazine in the summer or fall of 2006. Also speaking at the program was professional wrestling
expert Kyle Wagner, who works at World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) as the senior director of training and development.
He has worked as a play by play announcer at live wrestling events and has also worked backstage at some of WWE's largest

events. He can be heard on the WWE Raw and Smackdown! programs and can be seen in the WWE DVD series: The Attitude
Era, The Attitude Era 2 and The Attitude Era 3. The creative media conference, which was free to the public, allowed other non-

profits to raise funds and gain exposure for their causes. The conference was well attended, with approximately 150 people in
attendance.Conventional cooling for a given processor generally includes cooling a processor or other like processor-related

component via a fan (e.g., a fan designed for cooling a processor). However, using 82157476af
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